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Best Practices of Successful Job Search
Ten qualities of successful job searchers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Know what they want and what they have to oﬀer
Assess themselves honestly
Prepare good written material
Develop and execute a plan for progress with tracking and follow-up
Network everywhere
Show a genuine interest in everyone they meet
Understand networking is about connection and reciprocity
Interview successfully
Negotiate desirable employment terms
Have strategies to deal with the ups and downs of their transition

What can undermine progress?
Some common hazards to managing a job search are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unclear about their career focus
Ineﬀective research to know important hiring criteria
Insuﬃcient time and skill developing relationships
Poor or no organization and contact tracking system
Lack of follow-up, follow-through
Focused on what others can do for them rather than mutuality of connection and service

Questions to explore in this workshop:
Is my resume an eﬀective marketing communication? Does it
convey my career focus, my qualiﬁcations and experience in a way
that others value and can speak to?
What will diﬀerentiate me from other candidates?
How can my resume serve in an interview? What successes
(C.A.R.s) will I highlight in past positions to evidence my capabilities
and serve my career direction?
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Overview of Your Career Portfolio
It is important to keep in mind that each of the documents that make up your career
portfolio serve a unique purpose. Despite these difference, a common theme—or
brand—should be present in the overall portfolio. This means conveying your brand
with key words, strengths, and attributes that present you as a unique and
compelling professional.

The Portfolio
A complete career portfolio should include:


Value Statement



Handbill and Business Cards



Stories Using the CARs Method



Bio



Custom Cover Letters



Resume



LinkedIn Profile

We will now explore each of the portfolio documents in the sequence in which they
should be created.

The Value Statement
It is critical during a job search that you help others understand what you offer and what you
want (job/opportunities you seek). A value statement conveys your professional brand and
identifies your career goals. It helps others help you! Your response should be ready, relevant
and delivered succinctly (30-45 seconds).
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Value Statement Template

Who I am

What I do

How I do it

For Whom I do it

Your Finalized Value Statement can serve as:
 Talking points for networking & interviews
 Recruiter phone screen- “Tell me about yourself,” “Tell me about a
challenge you faced at work,” etc.
 Resume summary
 LinkedIn profile headline/summary
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The Handbill
What is a handbill?
A handbill is a one-page document that job-seekers use to first present
themselves in a networking situation. It outlines a summary of your credentials
and presents the reader with an outline of how they might be able to assist you.
The handbill showcases what types of positions and companies you are
interested in.

What should be included?





Contact information (name, phone/cell, email)
Your desired position title(s)
Your desired contact titles
Target companies (need around 5-10 names at least)

You may want to include:
A photo, to remind individual reader of whom they spoke with so they can
better assist you in expanding your network. It also personalizes the document
and interaction.
WOW factor: Distinguish yourself from all those others looking for the same
position as you are, and to help others recall you.

For Discovery and Networking:
The handbill showcases what types of positions and companies
you are interested in.
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THE HANDBILL:
OUTLINING YOUR JOB SEARCH OBJECTIVES
Value Statement:
Who I am
What I do
How I do it
For Whom I do it

Skills/Strengths:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Successes/Career Highlights (Quantify):

See resume bullets

___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Work History
Company

Year(s)

Targets
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Positions

Industries

Contacts (Individuals)

Companies

What to Include on a Career
Networking Business Card
By Alison Doyle for The Balance
June 30, 2018
What to Include on Your Business Card
For your own personal business card, you can leave off your job title and employer. Instead,
of a job title, include a broad description of your work, such as writer, accountant,
marketing professional, designer, etc. If you use a two-sided card, you will be able to
include additional information and avoid cluttering the front of the card.

Be Sure to Include Links
Incorporating the address of your LinkedIn Profile provides the opportunity to showcase
accomplishments and recommendations. A link to a business-oriented personal website can
also convey professional information.
For many career fields, a link to a portfolio site can be an effective way to showcase
designs, writing, or other projects which will prove to prospective employers that you have
the right stuff for your target job. Whichever link you choose to include on your business
card, make sure it's short and easy to type into a browser.

Consider Adding a Tag Line
Some job seekers include a tagline on the second side of their card like "A technology
consultant with a cutting-edge grasp of networking strategies and a proven record of
completing projects on time and within budget." Others will use the back side of the card to
list three to five key skills or knowledge assets which they offer to employers.
Think of your tagline or top skills as being like your elevator speech. You want to share a
quick look at your skills and background, and help people remember you once they're back
in the office after an event.

Leave Plenty of White Space
There is a lot of information you can include, but it's important not to clutter your card.
Leave plenty of white space, so it's easy to read. Think about what information will present
your candidacy most effectively before you start designing a business card.
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The CARs Method for Storytelling
What is a CAR?
• The Circumstance or Challenge
• Your Actions
• The Results

Applications
•
•
•
•

Interviews
LinkedIn Profile
Resume bullets
Networking

The Formula:
Concise, Digestible, Memorable

Edit

Evaluate

CARs
Process

Practice
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Proudest
moments?

Edit

Write

CRAFTING YOUR CAR
List your accomplishments for your resume using the CAR Model.
For (Position/Company)_____________________________________________

Challenge:

_________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

Action/

:

What I did (Explain your process): _________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Result:

(Powerful 1-2 sentences- quantifiable achievement)

___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Results-focused accomplishment statement (Resume bullet)
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Personal Bio
jcutter@yahoo.com
777-277-2705

James Cutter

SUMMARY
Accomplished human resources consultant who drives change and improves results by closing
performance gaps. Initiatives included optimizing HR processes and systems and increasing
individuals’ capabilities.
Experience at C level and with all levels of employees and management, US and globally.
Assets
• Performance management
•
Project management
• Change management
•
Consulting skills
• Leadership development
•
Competency definition
• Employee engagement
•
Program design
Objective
Secure an organization development position in a midsized or large company or in a consulting
organization focused on human capital development.
Accomplishments
• Designed innovative performance management system that became base for
corporate-wide program applicable to 130,000 employees.
• Catalyzed major change by designing and facilitating cross-level visioning
sessions, resulting in greater support for Division President’s strategic renewal.
• Created executive development program charter by taking 30 top VPs through
process linking business strategy and development needs.
• Increased employee engagement by developing integrated feedback, coaching and
career development program.
• Project managed global implementation of new HR system, including design,
logistics, communication, management liaison, training support and followthrough.
Consulted closely with line management to align training content, feedback, management coaching
and reward systems in way that ensured performance change.

Employment History
ABC Corporation
Invest Management Consultants
Large Corporation
YBC Insurance
Ideal Prospective Employers
XYZ Corporation, Chicago, Illinois
Mid-Size Company B, Schaumburg, Illinois
Right Consulting, Chicago, Illinois
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2002– 2005
2000 – 2002
1986 – 2000
1978 – 1986

Cover Letters
Human Resources professionals receive hundreds of resumes without cover
letters. In part, postings and electronic submissions may not allow for a cover
letter. At CTC, we encourage clients to include well-crafted cover letters
whenever possible.

Cover letter as the point of connection
A recent New York Times interview offered the following advice regarding cover letters and
emails:
• In a competitive job market, cover letters and emails can connect
the job seeker with the individual who receives the letter and
resume. The cover letter can serve to:
❑ Convey professionalism by way of a gracious introduction
❑ Align the prospective candidate with the organization and
opportunity (underscore relevance and distinction)
❑ Indicate interest in the organization and opportunity
❑ Help the recipient make an effective referral.
• How should a cover letter be organized, how long should it be and what should it say?
❑ Best to identify the recipient but if unable, still include a
salutation such as, “To the professional responsible for hiring.”
A generic salutation is better than no salutation.
❑ Cite a referral source or connection in the initial sentence — if you have one.
❑ Very succinctly, highlight key qualifications in your resume — be as
relevant and closely aligned as possible. You can also indicate
qualities or qualifications not covered in your resume but
nonetheless relevant and valuable to the company and
opportunity. Why should you be hired? Here’s a chance to build
your case! Customize your content.
❑ Finish with an indication of follow-up such as, “I will contact you in the next two
days.”
❑ Close with “Thank you for your consideration. Sincerely,” and
include your contact information—mobile phone and email
address.
• A cover letter with typos, misspellings and poor sentence structure
may take you out of the running for a job.
– excerpted, “A Cover Letter Is Not Expendable,” by Phyllis Korkki, Sunday, February 15, 2009
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Sample Cover Letter: Transferring Skills
January 13, 2009
Dear Ms. Warren,

I am interested in the position of Program Manager in the Child Life
Department of your hospital. Looking at my resume, you may wonder why a
former banker would be applying for the position. I have had a successful
career in relationship banking and have come to two important realizations.
First, my greatest, most consistent contribution has been enhancing client
experience, using relationship-building skills with both colleagues and clients
to facilitate comfort, confidence and connection. Second, I am passionate
about serving children and wish to make a greater, more direct contribution to
the well-being of sick children.
After my niece was hospitalized for several months, I began volunteering as a
Child Life Volunteer at Children’s Memorial Hospital in Chicago. Five years of
volunteering has afforded me an even deeper appreciation of the role that Child
Life plays in helping young patients cope with hospitalization, prepare for
surgery and achieve a relative level of normalcy in living with life-threatening
illnesses. I have completed numerous child development courses as an
undergraduate major and am pursuing graduate work at DePaul University.
I am an experienced manager, a detail-oriented, motivated self-starter with
demonstrated enthusiasm and passion for working to benefit children and their
families. My knowledge, strengths and skills would make me an asset to your
organization as a Child Life Program Manager. I would welcome the opportunity
to speak with you regarding this position and my experience and will contact you
in the next few days to determine when we can speak further.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Neiman, M.S.
312.123.4567

cneiman@msn.com
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Sample Cover Letter: Responding To an Ad
March 20, 2009
Dear Mr. Thibault,

I am writing in response to your advertisement in the Wall Street Journal for a
Vice President, Midwest Regional Sales. I have been following the growth of
Knowledge Factor with great interest over the past year, particularly your success
in changing the way organizations train for competency and performance. I had
the opportunity to speak with Bob Ernst at the December HR Tech Conference in
Chicago and hear his demonstration of your Confidence-Based Learning program.
Most recently, as Vice President Field Sales for Interactive Training Solutions, Inc., I
managed a team of 8 national sales professionals generating $120 million in annual
sales. I also helped the successful launch of two distinct development programs while
at Integrity Interactive selling to Fortune 500 companies. Two of our initial clients
included Grainger and Walgreens. My prior experience was fifteen years as in-house
training and development manager, General Growth Management, where I
coordinated over 120 training and development events annually for nearly 1,500 sales
professionals across the US, negotiating and managing several external training
provider relationships for the company.
Having proven myself on both sides of training sales, my greatest contribution
is helping all on the sales team achieve success growing important
relationships, positioning solutions and closing deals. I look forward to
meeting with you to discuss in more detail how my background and
qualifications can work for Knowledge Factor. I appreciate your consideration
and will call you next week to see when we can meet.
Sincerely,
Name + Contact Information
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The Resume
The Purpose:
Your resume serves many purposes. It is a written communication that uses
your past experience and accomplishments to position you for future
opportunity.

Resume as Sales Brochure
Your resume doesn’t get you the job. It can get you an interview and can help
guide an interview but it is not an eﬀective substitute for marketing yourself in
person. A resume cannot and should not tell everything about you. It can serve
as an eﬀective direct marketing piece or a presentation outline, helping you
direct an interviewer’s attention to key points of distinction that position you
for a particular opportunity.
At CTC, we feel like the process of creating your own resume is critical to selfdiscovery, positioning and determine content that best supports your outreach.
No one has your answers or can determine your career path better than you! The
work involved in putting together your resume is well worth your investment of
time, attention and eﬀort.

Writing and Practice
Once you’ve identiﬁed your career direction, you will begin to create marketing
materials based upon the alignment of your knowledge, skills, strengths and
experience. Writing and practice is an opportunity to ensure that you are well
positioned on paper, during phone conversations and in-person. Listed below are
action steps clients may take in the Writing and Practice Stage.

Step 1: Create Your Resume
• Conﬁrm career focus/next best job
• Complete the Activities to Results Worksheet for every position held
• Partner with CTC coach to ensure key accomplishments are results-focused
statements
• Select a resume format that is the best ﬁt There are several examples
given in the materials and available in the library but the best is
perhaps to see what format is most widely used in the particular ﬁeld
• Finalize resume and solicit feedback
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Step 2: Create Supplemental Marketing Materials
• Create a cover letter
• Create a handbill and/or business card size handbill
• Select the type of thank-you (handwritten, email, US mail) to send to
prospective employers, connectors and individuals from informational
interviews and create a script that can be customized accordingly

Step 3: Enhance Communication and Presentation Skills
• Create a clear and concise value statement introduction using the value
statement worksheet in the Building Skills Networking workshop
• Solicit feedback and practice your value statement intro at least ten times
• Sign-up for video mock interview at CTC
• Ensure you have an appropriate wardrobe for informational meetings and
interviews
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Results-Focused Resume
Robert Jones
robertjones@gmail.com
502-502-5022
Summary of Qualifications
Experienced bilingual marketing and management professional with over eight
years’ experience in food service and hospitality. Created and implemented
marketing and sales campaigns and managed employees to increase revenue
and profitability.

Experience
Marriott Hotels and Resorts

2002 – Present

Event Manager, Marriott Honolulu Downtown ( 2007 –
Present) Honolulu, Hawaii
Responsible for managing operations, catering, revenue, expenses, and billing;
providing client service; and forecasting revenue for a downtown convention hotel.





Managed 175 catering and citywide conventions ranging from
weddings to annual conventions with over 10,000 attendees.
Raised catering revenue from $9.7 million to $11 million in 2007 by
upselling and providing exceptional client service.
Demonstrated strong leadership skills by winning the 2007 Marriott
Event Management Team of the Year Award.
Contributed to restaurant achieving a #3 ranking in event satisfaction in 2007.

General Manager and Director of Restaurants, Marriott Honolulu Downtown
(2005 – 2007) Honolulu, Hawaii
Opened a 616 room hotel and managed hotel and restaurant operations.







Managed a staff of 70 with responsibilities for hiring, setting performance
expectations, coaching, feedback and closing performance gaps.
Managed a budget of $5 million and created weekly revenue forecasts
that resulted in 98 percent accuracy and having the forecasting module
adopted as a best practice by other Marriott hotels.
Achieved Marriott’s 2005 Best New Marriott Award for operating procedures and customer
service.
Partnered with local businesses for special events generating revenue in off-peak periods.
Created and implemented interview skills training for hotel and
restaurant managers to enhance the caliber of new hires and ensure
appropriate job fit.
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A Results-Focused Resume –continued
Robert J o n e s

Page 2

Experience (Continued)
Restaurant Manager, St. Kitts Marriott and Royal Casino (2004 – 2005)
St. Kitts, West Indies
Responsible for daily operations for the resort’s flagship 24 hour restaurant with annual sales of
$9 million.





Managed a budget of $9 million that included inventory management,
revenue forecasts, and staff management that resulted in a profit increase
from 25 percent to 31 percent.
Developed and implemented a four-week new-employee training program
on hospitality protocols to maintain a consistent level of service.
Managed a staff of 80 with responsibilities for hiring and performance management.

Assistant Restaurant Manager, Chicago Marriott Oak Brook (
2002–2004) Chicago, Illinois
Managed restaurant, room service, and food and beverage operations for a 347 room hotel.
• Responsible for managing a $3 million budget that resulted in
exceeding budgeted profit by 20 percent.
• Managed a staff of 30 that included hiring, setting performance
expectations, coaching, providing feedback and training.
• Created an associate retention program that resulted in increasing employee
satisfaction by
12 percent, receiving the highest possible employee satisfaction
scores and reducing employee turnover.

Universal Financial Group
Mortgage Loan Officer, Chicago, Illinois

2001 – 2002

Responsible for generating and executing loans for a mortgage brokerage firm,
with an emphasis on the Latino community.
• Generated over $11.2 million in annual sales.
• Averaged 80 cold calls a day that resulted in generating an average of 4.2 leads per day.
• Managed the entire process from sales to closing that resulted in 100
percent success at closing by building client rapport and trust.

Education
Bachelor of Science in Spanish, June, 2000
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Volunteer and Professional Organizations
Member of the Greater Honolulu Chamber of
Commerce Volunteer for Families for Effective
Autism Teaching
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Action Words for Your Resume
accelerated, achieved, added, administered, advised, analyzed, applied, appointed, appraised,
approved, arranged, assembled, assisted, assured, awarded
balanced, bought, briefed, budgeted, built
changed, chaired, coached, collaborated, compiled, conceived, concluded, condensed, converted,
controlled, corrected, counseled, created, cut
decided, deﬁned, delivered, demonstrated, designed, determined, developed, diagnosed, directed,
discovered, distributed, diverted, documented, doubled, drafted, drove
earned, edited, eliminated, encouraged, endorsed, enlisted, ensured, established, evaluated, examined,
executed, expanded, expedited, extended
facilitated, ﬁnalized, ﬁnanced, focused, forecasted, fostered, found, founded gathered, generated,
governed, guided
headed, helped, hired
identiﬁed, implemented, improved, increased, inﬂuenced, informed, initiated, innovated, installed,
instituted, interpreted, introduced, invented, invested, involved, issued
joined, judged
launched, learned, lectured, led, leveraged, licensed, liquidated, located
made, maintained, managed, matched, measured, mediated, merged, met, monitored, motivated,
moved
named, navigated, negotiated, notiﬁed
observed, opened, operated, orchestrated, organized, outlined, overhauled, oversaw
participated, performed, persuaded, pioneered, piloted, planned, positioned, prepared, presented,
produced, programmed, projected, promoted, provided, published, purchased, pursued
qualiﬁed, questioned
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Action Words for Your Resume continued
raised, ranked, rated, realized, received, recommended, reconciled, recruited, redesigned, reduced,
reﬁned, regulated, replaced, reported, represented, researched, responded, restored, restructured,
revamped, reviewed, revised
saved, scheduled, selected, served, shaped, showed, simpliﬁed, sold, solved, sought, sparked, speciﬁed,
staﬀed, started, streamlined, strengthened, structured, submitted, succeeded, superseded, supervised,
supplied, supported, systematized
tailored, targeted, taught, tested, tracked, traded, trained, transacted, transferred, transformed, tripled
uncovered, undertook, uniﬁed, updated, upgraded, utilized verbalized, veriﬁed
weighed, won, worked, wrote
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What word(s) would you use to express accomplishment in action, be it in management, teaching/
training, communication, administration, operations, technical or operations functions, in ﬁnance,
research, collaborations, innovations, company change?
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Putting Your Best Self in Your Resume
Step One
Once you have a good idea of what you want, create an objective that speaks to your career
aspirations and what you do that contributes to an organization or group of individuals.

Your Career Objective
Similar to your Value Statement (an “Elevator Speech” or “20-Second
Commercial” that describes how you contribute based upon past experience
and what you do best).
Draft 1: Strategic Marketing Communications Manager able to help global
companies significantly increase brand awareness and gain share in multiple
geographic markets, leveraging internal synergy and achieving greater overall
marketing ROI.
Draft 2: Certified Project Management Professional serving companies requiring
high level project management expertise and experience. Managed multiple
projects involving cross-divisional key contributors and various external resources to
succeed in completion well within deadlines
and budgets.
Draft 3: Human Resources leader of business and organizational change with a
record of achievement at the organization, team and individual levels. Able to
deliver results in large systems change, organization design, change management,
team effectiveness, and broad leadership development initiatives. Excels in talent
management and acquisition, action learning, coaching, facilitation, performance
management, and forward thinking consulting.
These statements convey career aspirations and capabilities in a way that positions
the candidate effectively in today’s competitive business environment and job
market.

Draft your Career Objective:
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Step Two
You want to make sure that you highlight the best you have to offer with respect to
knowledge areas, credentials, skills sets, qualifications and accomplishments in a way
that supports your professional objective and can be referenced as part of your written
and verbal communications.

Knowledge Assets
Relevant areas of knowledge (law, economics, accounting, marketing)

Skill Assets
What are you skilled at doing? (project planning/management, client relations, sales/proposals,
etc.)

Degrees and Credentials
What educational degrees or professional designations have you earned?

Talent Assets
What are you naturally good at doing that has made a positive impact and proven valuable?
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Step Three
For each position you’ve held (over the past 10 years) cite 3 accomplishments that
made a positive difference — something that was important to you as well as your
organization.
These are very brief statements (think bullets) that can include quantifiable
results. For now, just jot down the position title and 3 accomplishments for
the past 2 positions you’ve held:

These accomplishments will tee up what we refer to at CTC as you “C.A.R.s”
(Circumstance, Action, Results). C.A.R.s help you build a compelling case in your
written and verbal communications.
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Putting Your Best Self in
Your Resume continued

Step Four
Often, we lean into that which we are most passionate about in our volunteer
work and affiliations beyond our jobs. What academic, professional or
community affiliations or activities are important to you that might serve your
positioning or make a connection with a prospective employers or referral
source?

Step Five
Different fields have requirements or particularities regarding resumes. It is
important that your resume contain the right information presented in the right
way to support your marketing outreach in your field or profession. What might
be critical to your resume and the information you provide others about
yourself?
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Building Your LinkedIn Profile page
Start with the Basics:
• Headline (your branding statement)
• Professional head shot
• Upload resume
• Work background
• 3 recommendations
• Skills endorsements
• Follow groups and companies relevant to desired field
Extras:
Custom url (see worksheet)
Custom background (Free images via StockSnap)
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10 Ways to Improve Your LinkedIn Profile in
Under 5 Minutes
By Kyle Elliott, MPA,CHES
While LinkedIn can be an effective networking tool, it’s no easy task to distinguish yourself from
the half a billion other users who are also trying to stand out.
But just a few small improvements can have a big impact. Better yet: Just five minutes is
enough time to take your LinkedIn profile to the next level. Seriously! Try one of these 10 quick
ways, now.

1. Make Your Profile Public

Check your account settings, and make sure that your public profile’s visible. This simple change
will allow you to show up in searches (and be spotted by recruiters).
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2. Update

Your Location

This’ll
improve accuracy when someone searches for say, “Engineers in Dallas/Fort Worth Area” This
step isn’t just beneficial if you’re looking to be recruited or be searchable for clients; it’s one
way to take your online network offline. It’s how people in your extended network will know
you live in their city—so they think to invite you to meet up for coffee or to a cool event.
3.

Be Strategic About Your Endorsed Skills

Do
you have endorsements for a bunch of run-of-the-mill skills that do nothing to help you stand
out (Think: Microsoft Word, Google Docs)? If so, they’re detracting. You want your skills section
to do two things: include keywords that make you more searchable, and reinforce the story
you’re telling of who you are and what you can do. So, click into that section and do three
things:
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Delete any meaningless skills (Hint: You shouldn’t list Facebook unless you’re trained in
social media and manage professional pages)
Add skills that are key for someone in your industry and role
Reorder the list so your most important skills are on top

Before you say endorsements don’t really matter, you should know they do! This article
explains exactly why.
4.

Create a Customized URL

A custom URL makes it so much easier to send people to your profile—and means you no
longer have to worry they won’t find you. (Case in point: There are 135 Kyle Elliott’s on
LinkedIn.)
This article has easy instructions for customizing your URL—skip to step #4. It’s super simple, I
promise.

5. Add a Background
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This is one of my favorite features. It allows you to show some creativity—and highlights your
brand. Think about what people instantly associate with what you do (photographer—camera;
tech—computer, etc.) or choose from more than 20 free, professional options we’ve rounded
up.

6. Update Your Profile Picture

According to LinkedIn, profiles with headshots are 14 times more likely to be viewed than those
without a profile picture. Your headshot should be clear, professional and only include you.
So, take the time to browse through your phone for any photos like that—or snag the one off
the team page of your company website. If you don’t have access to any, follow these tips to
take a free, professional-looking headshot, and then take five minutes to load it in.

7. Add (or Update) Contact Information
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Make sure your email, phone number (if you feel comfortable), website and other—
professional!—social media platforms are listed on your profile. Remember: LinkedIn InMail is
only available to Premium users, and you want to make sure anyone can contact you about
great opportunities.

8. Improve Your Headline

This is your opportunity to impress potential employers and clients, so don't waste this valuable
space. Most professionals list their current title or position, but don’t stop there. Add one other
attribute that’ll help you stand out.
For example, “Executive Assistant” becomes “Executive Assistant - 25+ years of experience
supporting CEOs, Presidents, VPs, Directors & other key leaders” and “Administrative” becomes
“Bilingual (English & Spanish) Finance Professional - 5 Years of Experience Providing Financial &
Administrative Support.”
Oh, and I recommend deleting “Looking for Opportunities” every time. While you may very well
be searching for a new job, there are better ways to sell yourself. Look at companies like Apple:
They don't say, “Looking for customers.” They instead show you why they are amazing. Be like
Apple and put the emphasis on what you excel at!
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9. Delete Jargon

Are you a passionate, results-driven team player? These buzzwords don’t really say anything,
and they make you blend in with everyone else. Instead, remember the classic advice to “show,
not tell,” by discussing you accomplishments and including recommendations where others
vouch for you, too.
Here’s a list of the most overused words on LinkedIn—and more information on strategies to
craft a profile without them.

10. Request a Recommendation

Testimonials go a long way. No one goes to a restaurant without first checking the restaurant's
reviews, so why would someone want to hire you without a few reviews? Don’t be afraid to ask
your current or past colleagues, supervisors, or former classmates for recommendations. (No
excuses! Here’s a template for asking.)
A good goal is to have a minimum of one recommendation for every role you list.
Finally, don’t stop now that you’ve updated your profile. Muse columnist Erica Breuer lays out a
plan to look active on LinkedIn in just 15 minutes a week, so keep setting aside those five
minutes to share statuses and engaged with others.
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Here's How to Connect Two People on
LinkedIn (Templates Included!)
The Muse
By Emily Liou, PHR

Have a question about job
search?
Let’s imagine you just received a message from one of your friends (let’s call her Anna) who saw
you were connected to someone she wants an introduction to (let’s call him Bob). Anna may
really want to connect to Bob, but you’re not quite sure how to go about it. You’re not exactly
best friends and you don’t want to hurt your reputation in the process.
This is a common situation (and kinda the whole point of LinkedIn…). And the good news is that
it’s pretty simple to do. The big trick is to get your friend to do the heavy lifting.
In fact, you’ll want to ask her to write a one to two paragraph message that you can easily send
over.
Here’s an example:
Hi Emily,
I stumbled across Bob Smith’s profile on LinkedIn as I was researching local meteorologists. I
was particularly impressed with his published academic papers on climate change. His
findings have not only made large contributions towards sustainability, but have also raised
my awareness and impacted me to be make more conscious decisions in my purchases.
I’m currently finishing up my PhD program (graduating next month!) at UC Berkeley in the
area of Atmospheric Sciences and would be very interested in meeting a fellow Cal alumni
with such extensive experience in the field. I’d very much appreciate an introduction in case
our schedules sync up so I can treat him to a cup of coffee, as I admire the wealth of
knowledge he has developed in the field.
Thank you,
Anna
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As you can see, Anna kept the message to two paragraphs at maximum. But more importantly,
she answered the following questions:
1. Why does she want the introduction?
2. What about the person’s background interested her? What specifically about their
experience made them special?
3. What is her professional summary or background overview?
4. What does she hope to get out of the introduction?
By answering these four questions, Anna did two important things: She articulated everything
better than the mutual connection could, and she made it effortless for the mutual connection
to agree to send an introduction.
Hey Bob,
Anna, a good connection of mine, was really impressed by your background and I am thrilled
to introduce you to her. I think the two of you would really enjoy connecting. Please see her
message below and reach out directly if you have questions.

What to Do if You Don’t Know the Other Connection Very Well
While LinkedIn encourages users to only add and connect with people they actually know,
many users are connected to people they’ve never actually met before.
So, what do you do if someone asks you to introduce them to another person you hardly know?
As the mutual connector, you might decide to just customize the message a little:
Hi Bob,
I hope this message finds you well. We connected on LinkedIn months back and I just received
this message from an old classmate of mine, Anna. She saw we were connected and asked if I
could introduce you to her. Please see her email below and reach out directly if interested in
her request.
Thank you!
Emily
Just remember, in this fast-paced world where people are being inundated with messages and
notifications every few minutes, it’s important to be as clear and concise as possible.
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Bibliography And Additional Resources
Books in the CTC Library
Wendy S. Enelow

Cover Letter Magic: Trade Secrets of Professional Resume Writers

Susan Britton Whitcomb

Resume Magic: Trade Secrets of a Professional Resume Writer

Richard Wallace

The Only Resume and Cover Letter Book You’ll Ever Need

CTC Resume Binder

Other Resources
Microsoft Office Online
CareerBuilder

Career Center for Job Seekers
Advice and Resources Articles

General Writing References
William Strunk
E. B. White
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The Elements of Style: 50 th Anniversary Edition

SAMPLE
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 Value Statement
 Handbill
 Bio
 Resume
 Cover Letter
 LinkedIn Profile
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CASEY M. CLIENT
Greater Chicago Area ● 312-555-55555 ● caseyclient@gmail.com ● www.linkedin.com/in/username

Who I Am…
A creative Cross-Discipline Manager, Customer Advocate, and People Leader in the digital marketing solution space with 10+ years of
successful Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) start-up experience building, customer success, to scale and productize all manner of digital
marketing solutions, multiple times.

What I Do …
I deliver repeatedly accomplished and proven leadership skills in customer success,
operations, sales, team building and digital marketing strategy to successfully meet
challenges in lowering cost of client acquisition, and enhancing lifetime value of.
Proven areas of expertise:

Team
Building &
Mentoring
Marketing
ROI Strategy

Digital
Media

Target Industries
Client
Retention

Holistic
Customer
Success

Process
Improvemen
t & Scale
Deal
Negotiations

Target Positions
 Customer Success
Officer/VP
 Operations Officer/VP
 Digital Strategy
Officer/VP
 Managing Director

SaaS
Operations

Customer
Centricity
Profit
Building

 SaaS Technologies
 Digital Marketing Agency
Services & Tools
 Mobile & Social Platforms
 Big Data & Analytics
 Software Solutions

Desired Contacts





C-Suite Executive
President
Founder
Investor & Venture
Capital Portfolio Manager

Target Companies
How I Add Value …
I apply my energy and talents to improving company success by:
 Maintaining peak client satisfaction and voice of customer experience advocacy,
developing high ROI strategic marketing direction, and cultivating a companywide “customer first” synergy.
 Establishing and improving full customer lifecycle management, pricing
strategies, customer segmentation, consumer insight, and sales & channel
effectiveness.
 Providing fluency in building new operations and continually streamlining
practices within a matrixed organization.
 Focusing on people by hiring, training, mentoring, coaching, supervising and
developing top performers at all levels in sales & support techniques, market
knowledge, regulatory compliance and creative troubleshooting.
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 Organizations that place a
Customer Centric focus
on company success
 Technology Solution
organizations, such as…
ABC Co.| Best, LLC | XYZ
Selling | Good Guys
Marketing | Speedy
Networks
 Also exploring larger
brand companies that
maintain an in-house
Digital Marketing &
Strategy division.
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product@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/johndoer
312 323 3390

CASEY M. CLIENT
LISTEN. LEARN. LEAD.

PROFILE
SaaS Product Manager experienced in defining and leading innovative and practical enterprise
applications for B2B organizations. Alleviating pain by creating a unified vision that guides
design and development to deliver products that empower users to succeed.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
■
Generated $28 million of new revenue over 2-years in new Cision offering,
which delivered local market broadcasts to customers within 1-hour of airing.
■
Saved $950K in labor costs by identifying duplication of work across divisions
and automating research with Google, Twitter and Post Rank APIs.
■
Led CisionPoint dashboard redesign that improved page load speed by 500%.
■
Delivered award-winning products by establishing and leading UX team.
■
Created product differentiation and expanded consumer base by 30%,
through launch of new content mining offering within CisionPoint.
■
Increased cross-module sales by 23%, through unified workflow of data and
services for 35K Cision customers.
■
Averted 25% budget overruns in migration to new CRM through gap analysis.
■
Increased online engagement by 56% and targeted membership by 12% for
Chicago Art Deco Society by establishing social media strategy.
■
Conceived and launched Wordpress plugin achieving 1st-page placement
within 3-months; attained 9x downloads of average plugin, and 94% approval rating from
users in 22 countries. EM Consulting sold plugin to AppSumo in 2015.

SKILLS
Communication
Balsamiq
Photoshop
Slack
Trello
Visio
Development
CSS
ES6 / JavaScript
HTML
Node.js
PHP
SQL
Metrics
Google Analytics

AWARDS
2010 CODiE
Best Social Media
Aggregation Service
2009 CODiE
Best Online
News Service

EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE
EM Consulting
Solution Innovator · Product Manager
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12/2010 – present

Cision (formerly Bacon’s Information)
Product Manager
Web Developer II · Team Lead

06/2004 – 10/2010

Switched-On Media Network
Lead Developer

08/2002 – 02/2004

DigitalWork
Front-End Developer

03/2000 – 07/2002

University of Illinois
Chicago Campus
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Film, Photography &
Electronic Media

INTERESTS
Latin jazz
Vinyasa yoga
アニメ anime
Tech early-adopter
Travel photography

June 29, 2018
Ms.
Head, Field Readiness Communications
BMO Financial Group
111 W. Monroe, Chicago IL 60603
Dear Ms. ____:
When Boeing hired me to foster diversity and inclusion across its global enterprise, I was curious to see how they went about
trying to reach their business objective. Upon finding that less than 1,000 of our 150,000-plus employees viewed monthly
videos of executives talking about their respect for various cultures, I quickly proposed a different approach: tell employees
the inspiring life stories of their peers.
Given the go-ahead, I reached out to my network and discovered people like Cathy Nguyen, who has overcome harrowing
hardships in her life. As a teenager who escaped Viet Nam on a tiny refugee boat that sank, Cathy swam to land and made her
way to a UN camp, which gave her food, shelter and a chance. She ultimately rose through the Boeing ranks to become a
manager. More than 100,000 people a year read my stories about Cathy and other individuals of diverse backgrounds, and
hundreds sent emails about how inspired they were, with comments like “Your story brought tears to my eyes” and “Wow!!!”
and “Now I know why I’m here! Because I’m part of a larger family….” These powerful stories clearly touched employees,
deepened their respect for diversity and inspired an inclusive work culture.
I have considerable experience in creating strategic communications that engage employees as well as customers, community
leaders and other important stakeholders. As a relatable writer, an excellent editor and a consummate collaborator, I would
love to help your team translate BMO’s vision, values and strategy into warm language that advances personal banking with a
human touch.
As you can see from my resume, I’ve created content and told powerful stories for a wide variety of enterprises including
global Fortune 500 companies, small businesses and government agencies. Throughout my career I’ve built brand-aligned
communications relevant to the audiences of employers ranging from Jenner & Block and Leo Burnett to Ameritech and the
State of Illinois. In doing that, I’ve gained valuable experience in counseling senior leaders, writing accessible, brand-aligned
messages and managing projects that produce compelling, relatable materials on deadline and within budget.
I’ve written speeches, news releases, scripts and talking points. Co-wrote and produced a two-act comedy in Chicago.
Founded a short-lived (but funny!) improv group. Served as spokesperson in live and taped interviews for local, national and
global TV, radio and print news media. Simply put, I can translate complex concepts into simple, plain-English language that
resonates with people.
I’m excited about the opportunity to join your Field Readiness Communications team and help your sales leaders and frontline sales teammates help their customers.
I’m also eager for you to review my resume (as a former Certified Professional Resume Writer, you may have some guidance
that can improve it!). Please let me know when I may tell you more about my background and my qualifications for this vital
position. And thanks in advance for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Casey M. Client
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Sample LinkedIn Profile
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